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for a while now, the karaoke trend has been to record bands' most well-loved tunes. and while there are no doubt many, many places where itll work, there are also many, many other records that just wouldn't be able to take the pressure of having to out-sing a band. the best
example of this is wreck-it ralph, where the game's only song is sung by the game's villain, who has just found out that he is a part of the game he once despised. its kind of like the princess bride meets monty python and the holy grail. for almost as long as the singalong has
existed, there has been a certain segment of the karaoke market that has absolutely sucked up the jam-friendly karaoke scene. so it was with no small amount of schadenfreude when the new york times published a special report in 2009 that chronicled the death of the night
club, a rite of passage for every self-respecting, hipster-hipster karaoke lover. and yet, even with the scene going poof, karaoke 5 did manage to survive, and by the time the year 2000 rolled around, the once-exclusive karaoke bar had spread to such a wide variety of venues
that it was no longer quite so exclusive. and that's when we started hearing some pretty epic karaoke jams. the rocky horror picture show theme on its own is enough to give you a serious case of the karaoke maniacs. so when you throw in a healthy mix of audience
participation (and an excellent guitar solo courtesy of buckcherry legend troy sanders) that song should take the party over the top. it is the party, after all.
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the night before you sing karaoke, you should make sure you have everything you need. bring along some backup singers, some paper and pencils, and maybe even a tape recorder to capture your performance and share it with friends via email or social media. singing karaoke
is a lot easier than you might think, but it's also a lot more fun with some extra friends. on the other hand, if you want to sing karaoke at an empty bar or club, that's another story. on those nights, singersprites are the ultimate karaoke destination. sitarai, a long-standing

karaoke space, has a packed schedule of live bands, djs, and comedy nights, as well as karaoke on most nights of the week. karaoke singersprites also tend to offer a little more privacy than a crowded bar. this is the ultimate jam to play at a karaoke party that just happens to
be your best friends wedding, if you know what we mean. at this stage in the game, this rousing, euphoric track is a foolproof way to make your party sound great - and it helps if you know the words by heart. this song is a perfect karaoke classic for the era. its long, funky,

steamy r&b groove has a simple piano/drums/bass/guitar structure, and with its slow-paced verses and staccato chorus, it has a nice enough hook to keep you singing along. it was also one of the first songs to use the "chorus" style of karaoke, which was later utilized by artists
as diverse as nsync and justin timberlake. theres something just so satisfying about a karaoke jam that manages to be both melodic and rocking, with the air of a party that just keeps going and going. this track is the ultimate in that category - its so incredibly upbeat and just

an obvious singalong that you can almost hear the songwriters smirking as you get it wrong. 5ec8ef588b
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